Abstract-This paper proposes a local collision avoidance method for non-strictly convex polyhedra with continuous velocities. The main contribution of the method is that non-strictly convex polyhedra can be used as geometric models of the robot and the environment without any approximation. The problem of the continuous interaction generation between polyhedra is reduced to the continuous constraints generation between polygonal faces and the continuity of those constraints are managed by the combinatorics based on Voronoi regions of a face. A collision-free motion is obtained by solving an optimization problem defined by an objective function which describes a task and linear inequality constraints which do geometrical constraints to avoid collisions. The proposed method is examined using example cases of simple objects and also applied to a humanoid robot HRP-2.
I. INTRODUCTION
Detecting and avoiding collisions is fundamental for the development of robots that can be safely operated in human environments. This issue has given rise to contributions in the 1980's in the context of robotic manipulators. One of the most famous and most used contribution in this domain is certainly [1] . [1] proposes a method which plans a motion by minimizing an error between a desired velocity and the planned velocity under inequality constraints to avoid collision. The robot and the environment must consists of strictly convex objects. [2] extends this method to avoid local minima by modifying the task description in heavily cluttered environment. [3] proposes another approach for avoiding collision by following the distance gradient. The robot is approximated by a set of strictly convex objects (ellipsoids).
Recent developments of humanoid robots have made the issue of collision detection and avoidance very critical again. [4] proposes a path planning method which computes dynamically stable and collision-free trajectories. It prepares a set of statically stable postures in advance and finds a path by exploring it with RRT-connect [5] . And the path is transformed into a dynamically stable trajectory by applying a dynamics filter [6] . [7] proposes a fast method to ensure that there is no self-collision in a trajectory. Shapes of the robot are approximated by convex hulls and the minimum distances between them are tracked using V-Clip [8] . [9] proposes a local collision avoidance method using repulsion fields defined by " example the minimum distance. [10] combines three methods to detect self-collisions online, (1) table look-up to detect self-collisions between adjacent joints and (2) reduction of pairs of links to be checked using heuristics, and (3) collision check using approximated shapes by convex hulls. [11] approximates shapes by spheres and swept sphere lines and used the minimum distances between them to avoid self-collision. [12] computes a strictly convex bounding volume called STP-BV by patching spheres and toruses for each body of a humanoid robot and builds collision-free postures.
Many works have focused on approximating the robot by strictly convex objects but to our knowledge, very few has been done to deal with non-strictly convex objects without geometric approximation.
In this paper, we extend the method described in [1] to non-necessarily convex polyhedral objects, in such a way that the resulting velocity of the robot is continuous. The basic framework is same as in [1] . The robot velocity is computed by minimizing difference between the desired task velocity and the planned one under linear inequality constraints implied by pairs of objects close to each other. The main difference is the way of generating constraints. In the case of strictly convex objects, one constraint over the velocity of the closest points between two objects is enough. The minimum distance and the closest points between non-strictly convex objects can be computed using efficient algorithms and robust implementations [13, 14, 15, 16] . But performing collision avoidance by applying a linear inequality constraint over the velocity between the closest points might result in discontinuous velocities for the objects. Because the closest points between two strictly convex objects move continuously whereas the closest points between non-strictly convex objects do not. If one object is a robot body, discontinuous velocity cannot be applied. So in the case of polyhedra, several constraints are generated for each pair of objects unlike the method in [1] . Our method reduces the problem of the continuous interaction generation between polyhedra to the continuous constraints generation between faces and manages the continuity of those constraints using the combinatorics based on Voronoi regions of a face.
The paper is organized as follows. In section II, we recall Faverjon and Tournassoud's method for strictly convex objects. In section III, we extend the method to make it possible to accept polyhedra. In section IV, the extended method is examined using example cases of simple objects and a humanoid robot HRP-2 [17] . In section V, we summarize and conclude the paper. 
II. A LOCAL METHOD FOR STRICTLY CONVEX OBJECTS

A. Strictly convex objects
For instance, a convex polyhedron is not strictly convex. If two points on a facet are selected as A and B, the line segment linking them is not inside the interior of the polyhedron but on the facet.
B. Outline of the method
Let us recall the principle of Faverjon and Tournassoud's method [1] 
where ξ is a positive coefficient for adjusting convergence speed, d s (< d i ) is a positive value called security distance. 
where n is the unit vector (p 1 − p 2 )/d and notation (u|v) refers to the inner product of vectors u and v. Let q denote the configuration andq the velocity of the robot. The velocity of p 1 can be expressed as:
where J (q, p 1 ) is a Jacobian matrix of O 1 at p 1 . Inequality (1) thus becomes a linear inequality constraint over the robot velocityq:
A task is described by the control of a measure of the problem, a vector τ (q) in a task space. The task is achieved by finding q which satisfies τ (q) = 0. Given a desired task velocityτ , the robot velocity to achieve the task while avoiding collision is computed by solving the following optimization problem overq:
where J τ (q) is a Jacobian matrix of τ (q) at q. Of course, considering each body of the robot and several obstacles yields several inequality constraints.
C. Lower bound of the distance between O 1 and O 2
If we denote by d(t) the minimum distance between O 1 and O 2 along time, d(t) is continuously differentiable. If a condition on the derivativeḋ of d:
and the initial condition d(0) ≥ d s are satisfied, then the following condition is derived.
This proves that the distance between objects constrained by velocity damper never be smaller than d s .
III. A LOCAL METHOD FOR NON-STRICTLY CONVEX POLYHEDRA
A. A discontinuous case of non-strictly convex polyhedra
If we apply Faverjon and Tournassoud's method to nonstrictly convex polyhedra, the robot velocity changes discontinuously since the closest points between two objects move discontinuously. 
where δτ max is set to 0.2. Top left picture of Fig. 4 shows the minimum distance between the rectangle and the floor. Top right picture displays the vertical position of the rectangle. Bottom left and right pictures show the linear velocity along Y axis and the angular velocity respectively. One of vertices of the bottom edge of the rectangle, C 1 enters into influence zone at t = 0.25. But the velocity of C 1 is not affected since its velocity satisfies Inequality (1). From t = 0.5, the object velocity is affected by velocity damper. The center must move downward with the constant speed to achieve the task but the admissible speed of C 1 is limited. As a result, the object rotates. Around t = 2.0, the bottom edge of the rectangle becomes almost parallel to the ground, the closest points start to oscillate between C 1 and C 2 . The object rotates clockwise to achieve the task when C 1 is constrained and does counterclockwise when C 2 is constrained. As a result, the minimum distance becomes smaller than d s and the rectangle eventually collides with the floor at t = 3.0.
The collision-freeness is not assured anymore when the robot bodies and obstacles are not strictly convex as shown. The oscillation of the closest points causes discontinuous changes of p 1 and n in Problem (2) and it leads to discontinuity in the solution of Problem (2) as we can see in Fig. 4 . 
B. Decomposition of interaction between polyhedra
The goal of this section is to define the inequality constraints in such a way thatq remains continuous. To cope with this issue, we propose to keep track of several pairs of points that move continuously on the facets of the polyhedra composing the obstacles and robot.
Discontinuity of constraints happens in the following cases.
1) a new constraint appears suddenly 2) a constraint disappears suddenly
The closest points jump discontinuously if these two cases happen at the same time.
In order to prevent these cases and generate a collisionfree motion with continuous velocities, pairs of points must be selected by complying with the following rules. 1) the closest points between a robot body and an obstacle must be constrained to guarantee that the robot never collides. 2) the potential closest points must have been constrained before they become the closest points. 3) the closest points must continue to be constrained even if they are not closest anymore.
Let us decompose the interaction between polyhedra into a set of interactions between faces. Polygonal faces are assumed to be decomposed into triangles 1 .
The continuous motion between polyhedra, O 1 and O 2 can be achieved if each triangle of O 1 moves with continuous velocity against each triangle of O 2 . Therefore we can focus on an interaction between triangles, T 1 and T 2 . The continuous motion between T i and T j can be achieved if each edge of T 1 moves with continuous velocity against T 2 and each edge of T 2 moves with continuous velocity against T 1 . Finally the interaction between polyhedra is decomposed into interactions between an edge and a triangle as shown in Fig. 5 . It means that the continuous interaction between polyhedra can be achieved if we can find a method to realize a continuous interaction between an edge and a triangle. In the same way, the continuous interaction between a robot and the environment which consists of several polyhedra respectively can be achieved if each polyhedron of the robot moves in continuous way against each polyhedron of the environment. 
C. Constraint generation using Voronoi regions
Next, let us find pairs of points to be constrained to realize the continuous interaction between an edge and a triangle. The pairs of points to be constrained depend on the Voronoi regions in which the edge lies. The Voronoi region is defined as follows. Definition: Voronoi region VR(X) for feature X. A Voronoi region associated with a feature X of a triangle is a set of points that are closer to X than any other feature.
The Voronoi plane is also defined as follows. Since a triangle consists of a face F, three edges E i (i = 1, 2, 3) and three vertices V i (i = 1, 2, 3), 3D space around the triangle is separated into 7 Voronoi regions.
Case1 : The edge is in VR(F)
The closest point jumps from one of end points of the edge to the other when the edge and the triangle are almost parallel. Therefore, two pairs, (V 1 , V 
be the closest point when the edge and the triangle are parallel. But we don't need any additional pair since both end points are already constrained and they are also the closest points.
Case2 : The edge is in VR(E)
The closest point jumps from one of end points of the edge to the other when the edge and E are almost parallel. So two pairs, (V 1 , V ′ 1 ) and (V 2 , V ′ 2 ) are constrained, where V ′ i (i = 1, 2) is a projected point of V i onto E. The closest points between the edge and E coincides with one of two pairs in some cases, but doesn't in other cases. Therefore, one more pair for the closest points is added. Three pairs are created as a consequence.
Case3 : The edge is in VR(V)
The closest point moves continuously on the edge. So the pair of the closest points is constrained. Fig. 6 . Constraints generated between an edge and a triangle So far, we considered cases the edge lies in one of the Voronoi regions of the triangle. But in most cases, the edge may move to another Voronoi region and lie in several Voronoi regions at the same time. Therefore, the edge is decomposed into several line segments again by clipping it with Voronoi planes.
Before this decomposition, we need to confirm that continuity of constraints is kept when an edge goes into another Voronoi region. When the edge moves between VR(F) and VR(E), continuity of constraints are maintained since end points of decomposed line segments are on VP(F, E) and they produce the same constraints. However, in other cases, constraints may appear or disappear suddenly. An example is shown in Fig. 7 . The edge is moving from VR(V) to VR(E). When an end point of the edge touches VP(V, E) and a new constraint appears suddenly. In the reverse case, the constraint disappears suddenly.
This discontinuity can be solved by adding two more constraints on both end points of the edge when it is in VR(V).
Finally, the algorithm to pick up pairs of points to be constrained is described as in Algorithm 1-4.
Algorithm 
∈ triangle pairs do pairs ← pairs ∪ PAIRS TRIANGLES(T 1 , T 2 ) end for return pairs be implemented easily using techniques for collision detection such as OBB-Tree.
Algorithm 2 PAIRS TRIANGLES(T
pairs ← pairs ∪ PAIRS EDGE TRIANGLE(E 1 , T 2 ) end for return pairs Algorithm 2 decomposes interaction between triangles, T 1 and T 2 into interactions between an edge and a triangle. Function EDGE(T ) returns the set of edges that compose T . Algorithm 3 decomposes interaction between an edge and a triangle into interactions between a line segment and a triangle. A function VORONOI CLIP(E, VR(f )) clips a part of E which is in VR(f ).
Algorithm 4 generates pairs of points to be constrained. Function VERTICES(S) returns the set of end points of S, a function PARALLEL(S 1 , S 2 ) checks two segments are parallel or not, and a function CLOSEST PAIR(A, B) computes the closest points between geometric elements A and B.
After pairs are computed, velocity damper is inserted between each pair of points if the distance between those points is smaller than d i .
In this procedure, constraints are generated on all end points of line segments. Since end points are shared by several line segments, duplicated pairs are generated. A duplicated pair is also generated when the closet point coincides with one of the end points. Therefore, we need to check duplication before adding a new pair.
Algorithm 3 PAIRS EDGE TRIANGLE(E, T )
pairs ← ∅ for all f ∈ {F, E 1 ,
D. Sources of discontinuous robot velocities
Solving Problem 2 is equivalent to finding the closest point between the desired task velocityτ and the space of admissible task velocities Sτ (light blue region in Fig.8) . The robot velocities which satisfy all the linear inequality constraints(yellow regions in Fig.8 ) exist in the convex subspace(orange region in Fig.8 ). It is projected into Sτ by J τ . And when the task is defined in the lower dimensional space than the robot velocity space, a point in the task velocity space corresponds to the subspace in the robot velocity space Sq(red region in Fig.8 ).
There are three kinds of sources of discontinuous robot velocities.
1) If a constraint changes discontinuously, the shape of Sτ also does. As the result, the robot velocity might change discontinuously. This source can be removed using the constraint generation method described in this section. 2) Even all the constraints move continuously in the robot velocity space, discontinuous robot velocities might be generated when the task is defined in the lower dimensional space than the robot velocity space. This situation is similar with solving inverse kinematics at singular postures. SR-Inverse [18] is proposed to prevent the robot velocity from going to infinity. The same thing can be realized by modifying the objective function of Problem 2 as follows:
where λ is a positive coefficient for adjusting strength of the penalty for big velocities. The added second term put a damping effect to the robot velocity and remove discontinuities. 3) Every point in Sq is the optimal solution of Problem 2.
A point in Sq might be chosen discontinuously by the optimization algorithm. The modified objective function changes Sq into a point and this discontinuity is also removed. 
IV. EXAMPLES
A. Collision Avoidance of a Single Object
The proposed method is applied to the example shown in Section III-A to check that a collision avoidance motion with continuous velocity can be generated. Fig. 9 shows snapshots of the generated motion and Fig. 10 shows results corresponding to Fig. 4 . The minimum distance converges to d s and there is no collision. And linear velocity along Y axis and angular velocity changes in continuous way. In this case, a constraint is generated when C 1 enters into influence zone and one more constraint is added when C 2 does. Fig. 9 . Snapshots of interaction between a rectangle and the ground Fig. 11 shows another example which includes a concave shape and a shape with a hole. A "L" shape object which consists of 12 triangles passes through a torus which consists of 512 triangles. It is impossible for existing methods to plan a collision free motion between these kinds of shapes without approximations.
Top left of Fig. 12 shows the minimum distance. The distance between non-strictly convex objects is continuous and piecewise smooth. Since the closest points are constrained at any time, the condition in Eq.(3) holds and the minimum distance between objects never become smaller than d s . Top right of Fig. 12 shows the number of pairs of triangles which are found by DISTANCE BOUND(). The total number of Fig. 10 . Improved results of an example #1 Fig. 11 . Snapshots of an interaction between a concave shape and a torus pairs of triangles is 12 × 512 = 6144 whereas it is less than 100. Bottom left of Fig. 12 shows the number of constraints. It changes along time since they are activated only if the distance between points is smaller than d i . In this example, 117 constraints are generated at a maximum. Bottom right of Fig. 12 shows the computational time. It is measured on a PC equipped with Intel Core 2 Duo 2.13 [GHz] . It is almost proportional to the number of pairs of triangles.
B. Collision Avoidance of a Humanoid Robot
The proposed method is also applied to a humanoid robot HRP-2. The task of the robot is to move its left hand to the specified position using its whole body. In addition to constraints for collision avoidance, three kinds of constraints are added. (1) A relative transformation of feet is kept while reaching since the robot stands on both legs. (2) A horizontal position of the center of mass is kept to keep static balance(We assume the center of mass is above the support polygon at the initial configuration.). (3) Joint angles are kept in their movable ranges. As a result, this collision-free reaching task can be achieved by solving the following QP problem:
for j ∈ {1, ..., n dof }. (5e) J hand , J com , J f eet and J distj are Jacobian matrices for the hand position(3DOF), for the horizontal position of the center of mass(2DOF), for the relative transformation between feet(6DOF) and for the distance between jth pair of points(1DOF) respectively. Inequality (5b) defines geometric constraints to avoid collision where n c is the number of pairs of points to be constrained. In this example, d i , d s and ξ are set to 0.05[m], 0.03[m] and 0.5[m/s] respectively. Equality (5c) defines a kinematic constraint to keep the relative transformation between feet and Equality (5d) does a dynamic one to keep the center of mass on a vertical line. Inequality (5e) defines kinematic constraints for joint limits, where n dof is the number of joints. The joint velocity is limited when the joint angle comes close to its limit. The limit is also computed by velocity damper:
where q Fig. 13 shows snapshots of the generated motion. The frame 1 shows an initial configuration. A trapezoid in front of the robot is an obstacle and a small box close to the robot foot indicates the target position of the hand. At the frame 2, the left upper arm comes close to the obstacle, and constraints for collision avoidance become active. The left shoulder avoids the obstacle from the frame 2 to 4 and the head directs upward to avoid collision in the frame 5. We can see that the whole body is fully used to avoid collision and achieve the task simultaneously. If we don't include Inequality (5b), the left shoulder collides with the table as shown in the frame 3'. when we select 50[ms] as the time step. The computational time is not so long in this case since shape of the obstacle is very simple. It is expected that it becomes longer drastically if the number of obstacles and complexity of shapes increase. If the number of pairs of triangles is too many to get a solution within reasonable time, we can reduce the number of pairs by using thin influence zone or simplified shapes. Even in the latter case, simplified shapes can be non-strictly convex.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a local method for collision avoidance between non-strictly convex polyhedra with continuous velocities. The continuity is achieved by decomposing the interaction between polyhedra into a set of interactions between line segments clipped by Voronoi regions and triangles and constraining several pairs of points on those geometrical elements. These pairs of points can be used to define constraints in other collision avoidance methods like [9] . In case of a humanoid robot, dynamic stability of the robot is a very critical issue. But it is not guaranteed by our method since ZMP [19] is not constrained directly. A generated motion can be stable at least if it is executed with sufficiently small speed since the center of mass is constrained above its support polygon. In order to get a fast and dynamically stable motion, we are trying to use the motion as an initial path of an optimization method.
